
MATH 281-2 ISP Math
Final Exam

This test has two sides and six questions.

Point total is worth 90 points, at 15 points per question. Display all work in an
orderly fashion.

1. Let S be the sphere x2 + y2 + z2 = 1 in R3 and let S+ be the upper hemisphere
(so z ≥ 0) with upward normal vector.

(a.) Calculate
∫∫

S+
(∇× F) · dS with F(x, y, z) = −yi+ xj+ xyk.

(b.) Let S− be the lower hemisphere, with z ≤ 0. Explain which normal vector for
S− we should choose so that∫∫

S+

(∇× F) · dS =

∫∫
S−

(∇× F) · dS.

2. A salt solution of 10 g/l starts to run at a rate of 1 l/min into a tank holding 100
liters of water mixed with 1000g (=1kg) of salt. Thoroughly mixed solution runs
out at a rate of 2 l/min.

(a.) Write down the initial value problem for the amount of salt y(t) in the tank at
time t.

(b.) Solve the initial value problem.

(c.) What happens as t→ 100?

3. The rate of change of a harvested population y = y(t) is modeled by the ODE

y′ = 3(1− y/12)y −H.

(a.) Suppose H = 8. Find the equilibrium solutions and determine which attract
and which repel.

(b.) Again suppose H = 8. On a graph of y as a function of t, sketch the solution
curves for the initial values y(0) = 2, 4, 6, 8, 10.

(c.) Suppose y(0) = 2. What is the largest value of H so the population will not
die out?

Over



4. An undamped system with spring-style oscillation is modeled by the initial value
problem

y′′ + a2y = sin(bt); y(0) = 0, y′(0) = −1/(a+ b)

with a, b constant and with a 6= b.

(a.) Find the solution of the initial value problem.

(b.) What happens as b→ a? Hint: Fix t, regard b as a variable, and use L’Hôpital’s
rule.

5.a.) Find a power series solution of the initial value problem

x2y′′ + xy′ + x2y = 0; y(0) = 1.

(b.) Estimate y(.1) with an error less than .0001.

6. An unforced spring system is modeled by the ODE

y′′ + 4y′ + 5y = 0.

(a.) Find the general solution to this ODE. What happens at t→∞?

(b.) Now suppose this system is subject to a shock that yields an impulse of 3 units
of force every 10 seconds, starting at t = 0. Suppose y(0) = y′(0) = 0. Modify the
ODE to account for this forcing and solve the resulting ODE.

Recall that an impulse of force F at time t = a is given by Fδ(t− a).



Answers

1.a.) 2π; use Stoke’s Theorem.

b.) Upward and inward; then the two path integrals from Stoke’s theorem agree,
as you get the same orientation on the equator. Alternatively, using the divergence
theorem, we have ∫∫

S
(∇× F) · dS = 0

where S is the entire sphere with the outward normal.

2. a.) y′ +
2

100− t
y = 10 with y(0) = 1000.

b.) y = 10(100− t)→ 0 as t→ 100.

3.a.) and b.) y′ = −3

4
(y − 4)(y − 8) with equilibria y = 4 and y = 8.

The second equilibrium solution is an attractor, the other repels. All solutions go
to 8 except when y(0) = 2 (dies out) and y(0) = 4 which is constant at y = 4.

c.) H = 5.

4. a.) y(t) =
1

a2 − b2
(sin(bt)− sin(at)).

b.) lim
b→a

sin(bt)− sin(at)

a2 − b2
= lim

b→a

t cos(bt)

−2b
= − 1

2b
t cos(bt).

5. y(x) = 1− x2

4
+
x4

64
− x6

2304
+ · · · =

∞∑
k=0

(−1)k x2k

22k(k!)2
.

b.) Since (.1)4/64 < .0001, we have y(.1) ∼ 1− (.1)2/4 = 0.9975.

6.a.) y = c1e
−2t cos(t) + c2e

−2t sin(t)→ 0 as t→∞.

b.) The ODE becomes

y′′ + 4y′ + 5y = 3δ(t) + 3δ(t− 10) + 3δ(t− 20) + · · ·

with y(0) = 0 = y′(0). If we set f(t) = e−2t sin(t), then the solution is

y(t) = 3f(t) + 3u10(t)f(t− 10) + 3u20(t)f(t− 20) + · · · .


